This paper focus on the granule description based on formal concept analysis. First, we introduce the notion of attribute logic formula in a formal context, and then prove a general granule description theorem by using attribute logic formulas. Second, we prove some basic granule description theorems based on concept, property-oriented concept and object-oriented concept respectively. Third, we propose some methods that use attribute logic formulas to describe concept, property-oriented concept and object-oriented concept respectively, and prove that a property-oriented concept lattice and an objectoriented concept lattice are anti-isomorphic. Finally, we apply granule description methods to build concept lattice, property-oriented concept lattice and object-oriented concept lattice, propose some algorithms for building concept lattice, property-oriented concept lattice and object-oriented concept lattice, and give some examples and experiments to show the utility of algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
Granular computing (in short, GrC) can be viewed as a world outlook and methodology for observing and recognizing objective things, it is a computing paradigm unifying under the ''information granules umbrella'' different methodologies and techniques used for processing complex structure data. In the context relevant to human cognition, GrC is in a complete agreement with such thinking modes as ''from coarse to fine'' and ''from whole to part'' (see [1] - [3] ). The idea behind GrC can be traced back to the classical work of Zadeh (see [28] ). Since Lin summarized the relevant contributions and introduced the term GrC in 1997, the concepts and methods of GrC took a firm position in different fields, including rough set theory, fuzzy set theory, evidence theory, cluster analysis, machine learning, data mining and knowledge discovery, etc. Meaningful results obtained in recent years on GrC, include, in particular, the following topics: theoretical foundations of GrC by Pedrycz [1] , granular structure and representation by Lin [4] , granular computing methodology, mathematical framework and information The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Yeliz Karaca . granulation algorithm by Zhang [5] , quotient space by Zhang and Zhang [6] , to mention a few.
As we solve complex problems by using GrC method, the domain is divided into some subsets according to certain criteria and then every subset is called granular. However, how to describe a target concept or a subset of a universe of discourse when specific granularity principles are not given in advance or clearly? This problem is called granule description, which is the foundation and basis of solving complicated problems by GrC [7] . Any further researches for granule description not only can be beneficial to the understanding and explanation of granule, but also help a lot in answering the basic question in cognitive science: why are some concepts complex and difficult to understand while others are relatively simple. In a broad sense, any work that describes subsets of domain is considered to be the category of granule description [8] . In a narrow sense, granule description refers to finding attribute or combination of attributes to describe a given granule [9] .
Rough set and formal concept analysis are two effective GrC methods. The granule descriptions based on rough set and formal concept analysis are essentially the same, that is, the set of granules can be obtained by dividing the domain according to a given partition criteria, and then approximate describing the concepts or the subsets of the domain that cannot be described by the primitive classification criterion. The difference is that the method based on formal concept analysis not only obtains the set of granules, but also establishes the partial order relation of granules, and assigns each granule a specific attribute label. Therefore, the difference between them is that the rough set-based granule description directly gives the approximate set of the set objectives, while the concept-based granule description can explicitly give the attribute characterization of the set objectives. Also, given that Galois connections can be defined between objects and attributes, the two descriptions are closely related.
The ''concept lattice'' is a key data structure in formal context analysis, and as such, it is a kind of basic data structures suitable for knowledge representation and knowledge discovery [10] - [12] . There have been many studies on the theory and applications of concept lattices, and it has also been widely applied in many fields including data mining, knowledge discovery [13] , [14] , information retrieval and information extraction [15] , [16] . Some authors introduced GrC into concept analysis and obtained some results, such as granular rule acquisition [17] , granular concept learning [18] , granular transformation of information [19] , granular reduction [20] , [21] , and construction of conceptual GrC system [22] , [23] .
There have already been some discussions on the narrow granule description. Zhi in [24] studied the common properties and stability of granule, and divided the granules into three types: atomic granules, basic granules and compound granules. Then ∧-definable granules, (∧, ¬)-definable granules and (∧, ∨)-definable granules are defined according to different logic connectives in the attribute logic formulas, and their respective description methods have also been explored. However, the above described granules are only a few, and a large number of granules cannot be completely described. Yao combined rough set and formal concept analysis to propose taking rough definable granules as basic granules and use a pair of rough definable granules to approximate rough undefinable granules [25] . In the studying concept lattices, common attribute analysis emphasizes that the attribute a granule has must be the one possessed by all the objects of the granule. Different from common attribute analysis, necessary attribute analysis emphasizes that the attributes belonging to the granule is its attributes [26] , [27] . Zhi studied the granule description from the perspective of necessary attribute analysis based on object-oriented concept lattice [28] .
This paper is a continuation of our previous work on attribute logic formulas and granule description based concept analysis [30] . We intend to find a uniform granule description method based on various formal concepts and apply them to build the corresponding concept lattices. In contrast to the existing research on concept analysis, we emphasize the attributes themselves, that is, we treat every attribute as an atomic formula and an attribute combination connected by logic connectives as a logical formulas, the semantic of attribute logical formulas are just object sets on the domain. By using attribute logical semantic we prove a general granule description theorem, and then prove three basic granule description theorems, which based on concept, property-oriented concept and object-oriented concept respectively. Based on basic granule description theorems, we give some methods that use attribute logic formulas and their semantic to represent concept, property-oriented concept and object-oriented concept respectively, and prove that a property-oriented concept lattice and an object-oriented concept lattice are anti-isomorphic. As application of granule description methods proposed in this paper, we apply them to build concept lattice, property-oriented concept lattice and object-oriented concept lattice respect-ively, propose the corresponding building algorithms, and give some examples and experiments to illustrate the utility of algorithms.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes some preliminary. Section 3 introduces attribute logic formulas and theirs semantic based on formal context. Section 4 proves some granule description theorems. Section 5 proposes some algorithms by using granule description to build various concept lattice. Section 6 gives some examples and experiments.
II. PRELIMINARY
In this section, we summarize some basic notions and conclusions on concept lattices. For more details, we refer the reader to Ganter and Wille's monograph [7] .
Definition 1: A triplet K = (G, M , I ) is called a formal context, where the element of G is called objects and the element of M is called attributes, I ⊆ G × M is a binary relation from G to M , (g, m) ∈ I (or gIm) indicates that the object g has an attribute m.
Definition 2: For a formal context K = (G, M , I ) and A ⊆ G, we define a set of all attributes common to each object in A by The concept in Definition 3 is also called common attribute concept in [26] , [28] . In [26] , [28] Li also introduce propertyoriented concept and object-oriented concept. In this paper, the property-oriented concept, object-oriented concept and their related terms are always specified, and the term of common attribute concept and their related term are not specified.
Definition 5: Suppose that K = (G, M , I ) is a formal context and A ⊆ G is an object set. For a ∈ B, if there is x ∈ A such that (x, a) ∈ I , and (y, a) / ∈ I for every y ∈ G − A, then a is called a unique attribute of A. The set of all unique attributes of A is denoted by A (d) .
Definition 6:
The set of all unique objects of B is denoted by B (d) .
In the following we represent unique object mapping on the power set of G as f (d) , the unique attribute mapping on the power set of M as g (d) ,
is called a propertyoriented concept, A and B are called the extension and intension of C (a) respectively. The set of all property-oriented concepts of K is noted by C (a) (K ).
Definition 8:
is called an object-oriented concept, A and B are called the extension and intension of C (o) respectively. The set of all object-oriented concepts of K is noted by C (o) (K ).
The properties of unique object mapping and unique attribute mapping as the following proposition [26] . To simplify the representation we also denote
The property-oriented concepts set C (a) (K ) forms a lattice with meet ∧ and join ∨ defined by:
which is called property-oriented concept lattice.
The object-oriented concepts set C (o) (K ) forms a lattice with meet ∧ and join ∨ defined by:
which is called object-oriented concept lattice.
III. ATTRIBUTE LOGIC FORMULAS AND VALUATIONS
In order to obtain stronger descriptive and reasoning ability, we establish attribute logic language similar to classic logic, which is based on a set of atomic formulas, more complex logical expressions are constructed recursively by using logical connectives ¬, ∧, → [29] . Since the purpose of writing this paper is to discuss the granule description based on formal concept analysis, we construct the attribute logic formula started from the attribute set of formal context, that is, we view the elements in attributes set M of formal context as the atomic formulas, and then define recursively attribute logic formulas by using logical connectives ¬, ∧, →, semantically, an atomic attribute formula describes an attribute of object, denote it by lowercase letters, such as a, b, c, d, etc [30] - [32] .
Definition 9: Let K = (G, M , I ) be a formal context, ¬, ∧, → logical connectives. For any a ∈ M , a is called an atomic attribute logic formula based on formal context K (in short, atomic formula), the (¬, ∧, →)-type free algebra generated by all atomic formulas is denoted as (K ), an element in (K ) is called an attribute logic formula (it is called attribute logic formula for distinguish-ing it from the notion of logic formula in classic logic). The elements in (K ) can be obtained in the following way: (1) M ⊆ (K ); (2) if ϕ ∈ (K ) then ¬ϕ ∈ (K ); (3) if ϕ, ψ ∈ (K ) then ϕ ∧ ψ, ϕ → ψ ∈ (K ); (4) γ ∈ (K ) if and only if γ is obtained by the above three steps.
It is often abbreviated for need that ϕ ∨ ψ = ¬(¬ϕ ∧ ¬ψ),
Let K = (G, M , I ) be a formal context. Since (K ) is a (¬, ∧, →)-type free algebra generated by the atomic attribute formulas set M , a mapping v
u , and v u is called a K -valuation of (K ). For a given attribute atomic formula ϕ, if ν u (ϕ) = 1 for every K -valuation v u then ϕ is called absolutely true with respect to K .
The set of all K -valuations of (K ) is denoted by K , i.e., K = {ν u : u ∈ G}. Then there exists a one-one correspondence π : G → K , π(u) = v u from G to K . Hence attribute atomic formula a determines a function a : G → {0, 1},ᾱ(u) = I (α, u) on G. If ϕ = ϕ(a i 1 , · · · , a i t ) is an attribute logic formula consisting of t attribute atomic formulas a i 1 , · · · , a i t then ϕ determines a t-functionφ(u) = ϕ(ā i 1 (u), · · · ,ā i t (u)) on G, and the wayφ(ā i 1 (u), · · · ,ā i t (u)) acts onā i 1 (u), · · · ,ā i t (u) on G through ¬, ∧, → is the same as the way ϕ(a i 1 , · · · , a i t ) acts on a i 1 , · · · , a i t in (K ).
For example, let ϕ = ¬a 1 ∨ a 2 → a 3 , then we haveφ(u) = (1 −ā 1 (u)) ∨ā 2 (u) →ā 3 (u). If there exists a probability distribution P on G,φ is actually a random variable defined on G.
Obviously, an attribute logic formula is absolutely true if and only if for each u ∈ G,φ(u) = 1.
In this paper, an attribute a in the attribute set M is regarded as an attribute atomic formula. Following the mathematical logical semantic, a mapping v| M : M → {0, 1} determines a mapping v : (K ) → {0, 1}, v is called a valuation of (K ), and v(ϕ) is called the value of logic formula ϕ. The set of all valuations is denoted by . Obviously, K ⊆ , that is to say the K -valuations set K is the subset of valuations set .
According to decision logic method widely used in rough set, if u ∈ G has attribute a ∈ M , i.e. I (u, a) = 1 orā(u) = 1, then we denote it by u → a. In general, ifφ(u) = 1, then we called object satisfy attribute logic formula ϕ, also denote it by u → ϕ. For, the set of all objects satisfying is denoted by h(ϕ) = {u|u ∈ G, u → ϕ}, and it is called the semantic of, sometimes we also write as. Obviously, we have
Based on the discussion above, we have the following conclusion.
Proposition 2: Let K = (G, M , I ) be a formal context. Then for ϕ, ψ, ∈ (K ), the following equations hold:
IV. ATTRIBUTE LOGIC FORMULAS DESCRIPTION OF GRANULES
In a mathematical sense, a granule based on formal context K = (G, M , I ) is actually a subsets of object set G. In order to represent the granule by using attribute logic formula, Li in [18] propose a problem of granule description: for a given granule X and logical connective ¬, ∧, →, can one find an attribute logic formula ϕ connected by ¬, ∧, → that depict fully granule X ? The meaning of that ϕ depict fully granule X means that the objects satisfying the logical formula ϕ are exactly the objects of X . In the following, we first give a concrete explanation of granule description based on the well known formal context ''Living Beings and Water'' in [10] .
Example 1: Consider a formal context K 1 , which is the well known formal context ''Living Beings and Water''. The attribute are: a: needs water to live, b: lives in water, c: lives in land, d: needs chlorophyll to produce food, e: two seed leaves, f : one seed leaf, g: can move around, h: has limbs, i:suckles its off spring.
Let us consider some granules that they are exactly the extension of concepts, such as {2, 3, 4}, {6, 8}, {7}, etc. As mentioned above, attributes or logical combination of attributes in formal context can viewed as attribute logic formulas, and subsets of object set are just the semantic of attribute logic formulas. Hence we can employ the conjunction of attribute logic formulas to describe granules in formal context. For example, the granules {2, 3, 4}, {6, 8}, {7} can be described by
respectively. But for other granules {3, 5}, {7, 8}, etc, they are not the extension of some concepts, which are called composite granules in the following, the attribute logic formulas used to describe these granules can not simply obtained, and then their description must be used general attribute logic formulas, which contain logical connectives ¬, ∧, →, and some atomic formulas or their negation.
As the structures of composite granules vary dramatically, in the following we initially prove a general granule description theorem based on formal context by using attribute logic formula and its semantic, and then discuss granule description methods based on concept, property-oriented concept and object-oriented concept respectively.
Proof: The conclusion is proved by using mathematical induction.
At first, when n = 1, let A 1 = {a ∈ M |v u 1 (a) = 0}. If A 1 = φ then we take a ∈ A 1 , according to r 1 = 0 or r 1 = 1 we set ϕ = a or ϕ = ¬a respectively. In this case we have ν u 1 (ϕ) = r 1 . If A 1 = φ then we take arbitrarily a ∈ M , and according to r 1 = 0 or r 1 = 1 we set ϕ = ¬a or ϕ = a respectively. In this case we also have ν u 1 (ϕ) = r 1 . This means that the conclusion holds as n = 1.
Next, we assume when as n = k the conclusion holds. We desire to prove the conclusion is also true as n = k + 1. Suppose that = {v u 1 , v u 2 , · · · , v u k+1 } and (r 1 , r 2 , · · · , r k+1 ) is a given {0, 1}-sequence. Denote
Since v u 1 , v u 2 , · · · , v u n take only 0 and 1, we know that, A 1 , A 2 , · · · , A k+1 , are not equal to each other. Hence there exists a set A * in, A 1 , A 2 , · · · , A k+1 , that it doesn't contain any other set. Otherwise, we can obtain a contradictory that an unequal and hierarchically contained sequence of infinite sets. Without loss of generality, we assume A * = A k+1 is a set that doesn't contain the rest set in, A 1 , A 2 , · · · , A k+1 . By the induction hypothesis, there exists ϕ ∈ (K ) such that
Since A i − A * (i = 1, · · · , k) is not empty, there are a 1 , a 2 , · · · , a k such that:
When r k+1 = 1, we set ψ = ϕ ∨ (a 1 ∧ · · · ∧ a k ). From (3) and (1) we have v u i (a 1 ∧ · · · ∧ a k )) Then
From that (1) and
From (4) and (5), we obtain
When r k+1 = 0, we set ψ = ϕ ∨ (¬a 1 ∨ · · · ∨ ¬a k . From (3) and (1) 
From that
From (7) and (8), we obtain
This shows that the conclusion holds as. We complete the proof of theorem.
In the following, we use Theorem 1 to prove some granule description theorems with respect to various concept lattice.
Theorem 2 (General Granule Description Theorem Based on Concept): Let K = (G, M , I ) be a formal context and X ⊆ G a granule. Then there exists an attribute logic formula ϕ connected by ¬, ∧, → such that
Proof: Let G = {u 1 , u 2 , · · · , u n } and X = {u i 1 , u i 2 , · · · , u i k } ⊆ G. By using the granule X we can construct the following 0-1 sequence: If u k ∈ X then r k = 1 else r k = 0. By Theorem 1 there is an attribute logic
Based on Theorem 2 we propose the following Algorithm to find an attribute logic formula ϕ for describing granule X in a formal context K = (G, M , I ).
In the proof of theorem and algorithm, the choice of atomic formulas a i are not unique, hence the formulas obtained by using algorithm GDA are also not unique, but obviously they are semantic equivalent in partial [32] . After they are further simplified by using the operational equation of logical formulas [29] , and finally the description formula of granule can be obtained.
Example 2: Let us consider Table 1 in Example 1. For some given granules {3, 5, 6}, {7, 8} and {5}, by using algorithm GDA, we get the attribute logic formulas That
then take arbitrarily a 1 ∈ B 1 11 if r 1 = 0 then ϕ = a 1 12 else ϕ = ¬a 1 13 endif 14
else take arbitrarily
A n ) and s = (s 1 , s 2 , · · · , s n ). output: Renumbered B = (B 1 , B 2 , · · · , B n ) and r = (r 1 , r 2 , · · · , r n ). 1 begin 2 for i = 1 to n − 1 3
for 
Definition 10: For a formal context K = (G, M , I ) and an granule X ⊆ G. If ||X || = 1 then we call X an atomic granular. If there is a concept C ∈ C(K ) such that its extension is just equal to X , then we call X a basic granule. If ||X || > 1 and there is not C ∈ C(K ) such that its extension is equal to X , then we call X a composite granule.
Theorem 3 (Basic Granule Description Theorem): Let K = (G, M , I ) be a formal context and X ⊆ G a basic granule. Then there are some atomic formulas {a t }(t ∈ T ) such that X = h(∧ t∈T a t ).
Proof: Let X be a basic granule. Then there is a concept C ∈ C(K ) such that X is just the extension of it.
Thus we can denote C = (X , B) , where B = {a t , t ∈ T } is the intension of C. Hence we can set ϕ = ∧ t∈T a t , then
The converse of Theorem 5 is not true, this is due to that the conjunction of some atomic formulas and the semantic of the conjunction may not form a concept.
Example 3: Let us consider Table 1 , following Examples 1 and 2.
For three atomic formulas
This Raises a Question: What is the condition that some attribute and the objects, which satisfy the conjunction of these atomic formulas, can form a concept? We have the following conclusion.
Theorem 4: Suppose that K = (G, M , I ) is a formal context. If a conjunction ∧ t∈T a t contains the most atomic attribute formulas, then (h(∧ t∈T a t ), {a t , t ∈ T }) is a concept, and h(∧ t∈T a t ) is a basic granule, where ∧ t∈T a t contains the most atomic attribute formulas means that add any other atomic formula b to it, then h((∧ t∈T a t ) ∧ b) = h(∧ t∈T a t ).
Proof: We have only to prove f (h(∧ t∈T a t )) = {a t , t ∈ T }. Since a t (u) = 1 iff uIa t , we obtain
Assume that there is an attribute atomic formula b, which is not in {a t , t ∈ T }, also satisfy: ∧ t∈T a t (u) = 1 imply uIb, that is to say, if ∧ t∈T a t (u) = 1 then b(u) = 1. Hence h(b ∧ (∧ t∈T a t )) = h(∧ t∈T a t ). This contradicts the conjunction ∧ t∈T a t containing the most atomic attribute formulas. Therefore we prove f (h(∧ t∈T a t )) = {a t , t ∈ T }.
By Theorem 3 and Theorem 4, we know that the basic granule in a formal context K = (G, M , I ) can be described by a conjunction that contains sufficient number of atomic formulas.
Theorem 5 (Basic Granule Description Theorem Based on Property-Oriented Concepts): Suppose that K = (G, M , I ) is a formal context and X ⊆ G a basic granule determined by property-oriented concept (X , B) . Then there exists an
Proof: Since X is a basic granule determined by C (a) = (X , B), this means that X is extension of C (a) and B = {a t |t ∈ T } is intension of C (a) . If we take an attribute logic formula ϕ = (∨ t∈T a t ) ∧ (∨ b∈M −B ¬b), then Proof: Since X is a basic granule determined by object oriented concept C (o) = (X , B), this means that X is the extension of C (o) and B = {a t |t ∈ T } is the intension of C (o) . We take ϕ = (∨ t∈T a t ) ∨ (∧ b∈M −B ¬b), then Example 3: A context of ''Postgraduate Examination Interview Requirements'' as shown Table 2 . The attributes are some requirements of the interview stage of graduates admission examination, m 1 : cet-4 pass, m 2 : cet-6 pass, m 3 : second-level computer test pass, m 4 : excellent undergraduate academic performance, m 5 : willing to continue to study for doctoral degree, m 6 : peace of mind, m 7 : has a special skill, and m 8 : strong adaptability. The objects set is In the following we prove f (d) Proof: By the proof of Theorem 6 we have h(ϕ) = G − g (d) (M − B) . In the following we prove f (d) (h(ϕ)) = B.
We noticed that From the above theorems we know that there are some similarities between the attribute logic formula description of property-oriented concept and object-oriented concept, the following theorem give the explanation of it.
Theorem 9: Let K = (G, M , I ) be a formal context. Then the property-oriented concept C (a) (K ) and the object-oriented concept C (o) (K ) of K are anti-isomorphic.
Proof: We define a mapping from C (a) (K ) to C (o) (K ) as follows:
At first, we prove that σ is a bijection. For each property-oriented concept C = (A, B) ∈ C (o) (K ), it similar to the discussion above we know that (h(¬ϕ), B) ∈ C (a) (K ) is a property-oriented concept. This means that σ is also a surjection.
Next we prove that σ holds lattice operations in reverse [33] . Let C (a) 1 = (A 1 , B 1 ), C (a) 2 = (A 2 , B 2 ) be two property-oriented concepts. Then by Theorem 7 they can be represented as C
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This means that σ (C 2 ). This shows that C (a) (K ) and C (o) (K ) are anti-isomorphic.
V. APPLICATION GRANULE DESCRIPTION MTETHOD TO BUILD CONCEPT LATTICES
In this section we propose some algorithms for building concept lattices by using granule description theorems. In order to reduce the computing time of the algorithms, we define an equivalence relation R on M as follows:
In the process of building concept lattice, we replace attribute a with its equivalence class [a], that is to say, we build the concept lattice based on the simplified formal context K = (G, M , I ), where I (u, [a]) = I (u, a).
As we all known, a concept C = (A, B) is a pair of objects subset and attributes subset satisfying f (A) = B, g(B) = A. Hence in the previous concept lattice building algorithms, in order to find a concept we have to compute g(Y ) for each subset Y ⊆ M and f (X ) for each subset X ⊆ G. By granule description theorems (Theorem 3,4) , a concept C can be expressed as a pair consisting of an attribute subset B and its semantic of attribute logic formula ∧ a∈B a, i.e., C = (h (∧ a∈B a), B) , where B ⊆ M contains the most atomic formulas. When we find a concept by using granule description, we only check the semantic of conjun-ction of atomic formulas in B for each B ⊆ M , and then reduce the The above algorithm mainly includes two aspects: (1) generate the child nodes set of a concept; (2) check whether a concept exists, and the description of these is given below.
It is worth noting that there are already many algorithms for building concept lattice, but there are few algorithms for building property-oriented concept lattice and object-oriented concept lattice. From the above granule description theorems, we know a property-oriented concept = (A, B) can also be expressed as a pair consisting of an attribute subset and its semantic of the corresponding attribute logic formula, the difference is that the corresponding attribute logic formula of attribute subset B is in the form of (∨ a∈B a) ∧ (∧ b∈M −B ¬b). Similarly, an object-oriented concept C (o) = (A, B) can also be expressed as a pair consisting of an attribute subset and its semantic of the corresponding attribute logic formula, and the corresponding attribute logic formula of attribute subset B is in the form of (∨ a∈B a) ∨ (∧ b∈M −B ¬b). In the following we discuss the methods for building property-oriented concept lattice and object oriented concept lattice by using granule description method. using Algorithm OCLBAGD can also be derived by using Algorithm PCLB-AGD and Theorem 9.
Algorithm CLBAGD, PCLBAGD follow the approach of top-down processing algorithms, hence when we use them to build concept lattice and property-oriented concept, we start from the attribute subset of top concept, which are φ or M , by removing attribute from attribute subset and checking its semantic change of the corresponding attribute logic formula, then determines whether the attributes subset and its semantic of corresponding attribute logic formula constitute a concept or a property-oriented concept.
Algorithm OCLBAGD follows the approach of bottom-up processing algorithms, when it is used to build object-oriented concept lattice, the initial attribute subset of bottom concept is φ, by adding attributes to attribute subset and checking the semantic change the of corresponding attribute logic formula, then it is determined whether the attributes subset and the semantic of corresponding attribute logic formula constitute an object-oriented concept. By the conclusion of Theorem 9 that the property-oriented concept lattice C (a) (K ) and object-oriented concept C (o) (K ) are antiisomorphic, we also know that C (o) (K ) can also be obtained by C (a) (K ).
The above three algorithms follows the similar approach of processing algorithms to Algorithm Bordat. In the following we take Algorithm CLBAGD as an example to illustrate the time complexity of above three algorithms are less than Algorithm Bordat. The time complexity of Algorithm Bordat and Algorithm CLBAGD are mainly determined by the time it takes to compute the child nodes. The time complexity to compute child nodes in Algorithm Bordat is O(|G||M | 2 ). But in the Procedure GetChilds (C), the second for loop is entered only when h(∧ a∈B a) ∩ h(b) = φ, which greatly reduces the number of the loop. This shows that the time complexity to compute the child nodes are O(|G||M |N ), where N < |M | is the number of attributes that satisfies h(∧ a∈B a) ∩ h(b) = φ, it is obviously less than the time complexity O(|G||M | 2 ) to compute a child node in Algorithm Bordat. Therefore the time complexity of Algorithm CLBAGD is less than Algorithm Bordat.
In the following, we give the following example to illustrate the application of Algorithm PCLBAGD.
Example 4: A formal context K = (G, M , I ) as Table 3 . We apply Algorithm PCLBAGD to build the propertyoriented concept lattice C (a) (K ) of K 3 , the Hasse diagram of C (a) (K ) as Figure 1 . In the process of building the concept lattice, we start at the top concept (h((∨ a∈M a)), M ) and gradually add child nodes. In the following, we take node concept (12356, bcdef ) as an example to illustrate the generation process of all child node concepts. Finally, we obtain the three child nodes (36, cdef ), (56, bdef ), (123, bcef ) of node (12356, bcdef ).
As mentioned above, the attribute logic formula of general granule description obtained by using algorithm GDA is not unique, but by the proof from Theorem 3 to Theorem 8, we know that the basic granule description based on concept, property-oriented concept and object-oriented concept, which are obtained by using Algorithm CLBAGD, PCLBAGD, OCLBAGD, respectively, are all unique.
VI. EXAMPLES AND EXPERIMENTS
The above three Algorithms for building concept lattice have similar thinking and implementations, then they have similar validity tests, and there are few algorithms to build property-oriented concept lattices and object-oriented concept lattices. In this section we only illustrate the utility of Algorithm CLBAGD by four experiments.
In order to show the utility of algorithms we implement CLBAGD algorithm, Bordat algorithm [34] , [35] and Add-Intent algorithm [36] . Bordat algorithm is a classical building concept lattice algorithm and is also the origin of the algorithms in this paper, AddIntent algorithm is a new incremental algorithm for building concept lattices. The computational programming language is MATLAB, the computing environment is a PC (Pentium win7 ×64, Intel(R) 3.4GHz, RAM 4GB). Experiment 1: 9 formal contexts with low strength filling ratio (|I | |G||M |) 15%, and the other 9 formal contexts with medium strength filling ratio 40%, the data are randomly generated. In each formal context, the number of attributes is fixed at 60, and the number of objects is gradually increased from 40 to 80, respectively. The result is shown in Figure 2 . Experiment 2: 9 formal contexts with low strength filling ratio 20%, and the other 9 formal contexts with medium strength filling ratio 35%, the data are randomly generated. In each formal context, the number of objects is fixed at 80, and the number of attributes is gradually increased from 30 to 70, respectively. The result is shown in Figure 3 .
It can be seen from the Figure 2 and Figure 3 that the filling rate of formal context has no significant effect on time consumption for building the concept lattice. Experiment 3: 9 formal contexts with medium strength filling ratio 40% are randomly generated. In each formal context, the number of objects is fixed at 60, and the number of attributes are gradually increased from 20 to 60, respectively. The result is shown in Figure 4 . It can be seen from Figure 4 that Algorithm CLBAGD has less time con-sumption than Bordat algorithm and AddIntent algorithm.
Experiment 4: 9 formal contexts with medium strength filling ratio 40% are randomly generated. In each formal context, the number of attributes is fixed at 60, and the number of objects is gradually increased from 40 to 80, respectively. The result is shown in Figure 5 . It can be seen from Figure 5 that the Algorithm CLBAGD has less time consumption than Bordat algorithm and AddIntent algorithm, and the trend becomes more pronounced as the number of objects increases.
Experiment 5: The fourth experiment was done with some real datasets selected from the UCI Machine Learning Repository (http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/). Since most of those datasets are many-valued contexts, we have used a formal context creator named FcaBedrock to transform them into one-valued contexts [37] . As a consequence, some of our transformed datasets and those in other publications may have different attributes and concepts. Table 4 gives the results for running time (in seconds) of CLBAGD algorithm, Bordat algorithm, and AddIntent algorithm along with the basic information on used datasets.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we focus on the problem of granule description and its application to build concept lattices. We introduce the notion of and the semantic of attribute logic formula based on a formal context. We prove a general granule description theorem that each granule in a concept can be expressed as the semantic of an attribute logic formula. By using general granule description theorem, we prove three basic granule description theorems about concept, propertyoriented concept and object-oriented concept respectively, and obtain a conclusion that an object-oriented concept lattice and a property-oriented concept lattice are antiisomorphic. We propose some methods that use semantic of attribute logic formulas to describe concept, propertyoriented concept and object-oriented concept respectively. As an application of granule description methods, we propose three algorithms for building concept lattice, propertyoriented concept lattice and object-oriented concept lattice respectively, and also give some examples and experiments to show the utility of algorithms.
